We update the science prospects for the recently completed AMANDA South Pole neutrino detector. With an e ective telescope area of order 10 4 m 2 and a threshold of 50 GeV, it represents the rst instrument of a new generation of high energy neutrino detectors, envisaged over 25 years ago. We describe the instrument and its performance, and map its expansion to a detector of kilometer dimension.
A New Astronomy
\And the estimate of the primary neutrino ux may be too low, since regions that produce neutrinos abundantly may not reveal themselves in the types of radiation yet detected" Greisen states in his 1960 review 1]. He establishes that the natural scale of a deep underground neutrino detector is 15 m. This dream of neutrino astronomers is the same today. High energy neutrino telescopes are now multi-purpose instruments 2]; their science mission covers particle physics, astrophysics, cosmology and cosmic ray physics. Their deployment creates new opportunities for glaciology and oceanography, possibly geology of the Earth's core. The experimental techniques are, however, developed with the ultimate goal of deploying kilometer-size instruments. I will rst introduce high energy neutrino detectors as astronomical telescopes using Fig. 1 . The gure shows the di use ux of photons as a function of their energy and wavelength, from radio-waves to the high energy gamma rays detected with satelliteborne detectors 3]. The data span 19 decades in energy. Major discoveries have been historically associated with the introduction of techniques for exploring new wavelenghts. All of the discoveries were surprises; see Table 1 . The primary motivation for commissioning neutrino telescopes is to cover the uncharted territory in Fig. 1 : wavelengths smaller than 10 ?14 cm, or energies in excess of 10 GeV. This exploration has already been launched by truly pioneering observations using air Cerenkov telescopes 4]. Larger space-based Figure 1 . Flux of gamma rays as a function of wavelength and photon energy. In the TeV{EeV energy range the anticipated uxes are dwarfed by the cosmic ray ux which is also shown in the gure.
detectors and cosmic ray facilities with sensitivity above 10 7 TeV, an energy where charged protons point back at their sources with minimal de ection by the galactic magnetic eld, will be pursuing similar goals. Could the high energy skies in Astronomy with neutrinos does, however, have de nite advantages. They can reach us, essentially without attenuation in ux, from the largest red-shifts. The sky is, in contrast, partially opaque to high energy photons and protons because of energy-loss su ered in interactions with infrared and CMBR photons 5]. They do not reach us from distances much larger than tens of megaparsecs once their energy exceeds thresholds of 10 TeV for photons and 5 10 7 TeV for protons. The drawback is that neutrinos are di cult to detect: the small interaction cross sections that enable them to travel without attenuation over a Hubble radius, are also the reason why kilometerscale detectors are required in order to capture them in su cient numbers to do astronomy 6]. Some opportunities may, however, be unique. If, for instance, the sources of the highest energy cosmic rays are beyond 10 2 Mpc, conventional astronomy is unlikely to discover them.
Cosmic Beam Dumps
Neutrinos are made in beam dumps. A beam of accelerated protons is dumped into a target where they produce pions in collisions with nuclei. Neutral pions decay into gamma rays and charged pions into muons and neutrinos. All this is standard particle physics and, in the end, roughly equal numbers of secondary gamma rays and neutrinos emerge from the dump. In man-made beam dumps the photons are absorbed in the dense target; this may not be the case in an astrophysical system where the target material can be more tenuous. Also, the most dense \material" in the path of a cosmic beam may be light rather than nuclei. With an ambient photon density a million times larger than the sun, approximately 10 14 per cm 3 , particles accelerated in the superluminal jets associated with active galactic nuclei (AGN) may meet more photons than nuclei before losing energy. Examples of cosmic beam dumps are tabulated in Table 2 . They fall into two categories. Neutrinos produced by the cosmic ray beam are, of course, guaranteed and calculable. We know the properties of the beam and the various targets: the atmosphere, the hydrogen in the galactic plane and the CMBR background. Neutrinos from AGN and GRB's (gamma ray bursts) are not guaranteed, though both represent good candidate sites for the acceleration of the highest energy cosmic rays. That they are also the sources of the highest energy photons reinforces this association. In order to accelerate a particle to energy E in a magnetic eld B, its gyroradius must be contained within the accelerator. In other words, its dimension R has to exceed the gyroradius E=B. This leads to the relation E BR;
(1) where the equality can be satis ed for a totally e cient accelerator. Applications of Eq. (1) are listed in Table 3 . Its rst entry illustrates the identi cation of supernova remnants with the acceleration of the bulk of the cosmic rays. The dimensional analysis of Eq. (1) yields an upper limit of 10 5 TeV on the cosmic ray energy. Realistic modelling of supernova blast waves exploding into the interstellar medium, introduces inefciencies which reduce this value by two orders of magnitude 2], yielding a cuto of 10 3 TeV which we associate with the \knee" in the cosmic ray spectrum. No galactic accelerator reaches BRvalues of 10 8 TeV; we therefore believe that the highest energy cosmic rays are accelerated outside our galaxy. There is experimental evidence to support this. The sources of the highest energy gamma rays, the jets associated with the supermassive black holes at the center of active galaxies and gamma ray bursts, are natural candidate sites for the acceleration of the highest energy cosmic rays; see Table 3 . The jets in AGN consists of beams of electrons and protons accelerated by tapping the rotational energy of the black hole. The black hole is the source of the phenomenal AGN luminosity, emitted in a multi-wavelength spectrum extending from radio up to gamma rays with energies in excess of 20 TeV. In a jet BR-values in excess of 10 6 TeV can be reached with elds of tens of Gauss extending over sheets of shocked material in the jet of dimension 10 ?2 parsecs; see source of the characteristic emission time, which is of order of a few days, sometimes less. In an AGN jet Nature constructs a Fermilab accelerator about once a day! The -factor in the table reminds us that in the most spectacular sources the jet is beamed in our direction, thus increasing the energy and reducing the duration of the emission in the observer's frame. As previously mentioned, accelerated protons interacting with the ambient light are assumed to be the source of secondary pions which produce the observed gamma rays and, inevitably, neutrinos 7]. From our point of view, GRB's and AGN jets are similar. GRB's are somehow associated with the annihilation of neutron stars or solar mass black holes. Characteristic elds in excess of 10 10 Gauss are concentrated in a reball of size 10 2 kilometers, which is opaque to light. The relativistic shock ( ' 10 3 ) which dilutes the reball to the point where the gamma ray display occurs, will also accelerate protons. These interact with the observed light to produce neutrinos 8]; see Table 3 .
Calculating the neutrino uxes associated with the cosmic beam dumps listed in Table 3 is, at this point, straightforward 2]. The results are shown in Fig. 3a ,b. We have displayed the neutrino ux multiplied by the square of their energy. Above 1 TeV the detection e ciency of neutrinos grows roughly linearly with energy, therefore the plot re ects the energy distribution of the observed events. In Fig. 3a we plot the guaranteed sources: atmospheric neutrinos, which are predominantly of charm origin above 10 3 TeV, neutrinos emitted by the galaxy, in and out of the plane, and, nally, neutrinos produced by extra-galactic, 10 8 TeV cosmic rays interacting with cosmic microwave photons. Assuming that cosmic ray acceleration is initiated in an earlier epoch, say at redshift z = 4 rather than 2, increases the predicted ux. The uxes from more speculative sources are shown in Fig. 3b : from the accretion ow and the jets of active galaxies, gamma ray bursts and topological defects; more about the latter later.
It is equally straightforward to compute the rate of detected muon-neutrinos in underground detectors 2]. The magnitude of the uxes in Fig. 3 can be best gauged by the fact that the uxes of AGN jets and of GRB's each yield roughly 100 neutrinos per year in a kilometer square telescope. The average neutrino energy from these sources are 10 2 and 10 5 TeV, respectively.
We would like to conclude this section with a comment on active galaxies. The typical photon spectrum associated with an AGN jet is sketched in Fig. 4 . The ux, from radio waves to X-rays, is produced by synchrotron radiation of the electron beam in the magnetic eld of the jet. Notice however a second component of much higher energy in which, often, most of the luminosity of the galaxy is emitted. The conventional assumption has been that inverse Compton scattering by accelerated electrons generates these high energy photons. This has been challenged with models where accelerated protons, more e cient at tapping the energy of the black hole because of their reduced radiation via-a-vis electrons, produce pions in interactions with the plentiful ambient UV light. These are the parent particles of the high energy photons in Fig. 4 . The observation of photons with energy in excess of 10 TeV can only be accounted for by ne-tuning of models without protons 7]. It is, however, more likely that only observation of neutrinos will conclusively settle this issue.
Particle Physics?
If active galaxies turn out to be proton beam dumps, the intellectual connection of particle physics to astrophysics and cosmology will encompass standard observational astronomy. The intellectual connection of neutrino astronomy to particle physics is, however, more direct: neutrino mass, topological defects and supersymmetric dark matter are a few topics.
There are several opportunities for measuring neutrino mass:
Detection of AGN or GRB's will allow us to Ice telescopes are able to identify bursts of MeVneutrinos in the sterile ice | in water potassium decays swamp such a signal. In GRB observations one can clock the arrival time of neutrinos relative to photons over millisecond times and 1000 Mpc distance. Precision of 10 ?4 eV may be possible 16]. This method for detecting anite neutrino mass generated, arguably, the best present limit on the mass of the electron neutrino from observations of supernova 1987A.
Finally, if oscillations are the origin of the observation of a de cit of muon neutrinos in the atmospheric ux, the oscillation length is 200 km. Such oscillation will trace a single sinusoidal ux in a kilometer-deep detector with a threshold of tens of GeV 17]; see Fig. 5 . Con rmation of the so-called \atmospheric anomaly" in a higher energy regime would undoubtedly be valuable.
If the stable, lightest supersymmetric particle impersonates the cold dark matter, neutrino telescopes of kilometer scale cover most of the pa- rameter space of supersymmetric models 18]. We know that the cold dark matter particles have masses in excess of tens of GeV, otherwise they would have been detected at existing accelerators. Such heavy dark matter particles in our halo will, occasionally, annihilate into high energy neutrinos whose energy is one third of the mass, on average. For the highest masses, 500 GeV and above, neutrino telescopes become very effective at chasing supersymmetry. They are, in this sense, complementary to direct searches with LHC and Germanium-type detectors. The ultimate particle physics within reach of neutrino telescopes covers topological defects. These structures represent an intrinsic feature of grand uni ed gauge theory which cannot be probed in accelerator experiments. Neutrinos constitute the dominant ux, by roughly two orders of magnitude, emitted by oscillating strings or annihilating monopoles 13].
AMANDA: Towards ICE CUBE(D) 4.1. Status of the AMANDA Project
First generation neutrino detectors are designed to reach a relatively large telescope area and detection volume for a neutrino threshold of tens of GeV, not higher. This relatively low threshold permits calibration of the novel instrument on the known ux of atmospheric neutrinos. Its architecture is optimized for reconstructing the Cerenkov light front radiated by an up-going, neutrino-induced muon. Up-going muons are to be identi ed in a background of down-going, cosmic ray muons which are more than 10 5 times more frequent for a depth of 1 2 kilometers. The method is sketched in Fig. 6 . The performance of the AMANDA detector is encapsulated in the event shown in Fig. 8 . Coincident events between AMANDA-80 and four shallow strings with 80 OM's (see Fig. 7 ), have been triggered for one year at a rate of 0.1 Hz. Every 10 seconds a cosmic ray muon is tracked over 1.2 kilometer. The contrast in detector response between the strings near 1 and 2 km depths is dramatic: while the Cerenkov photons di use on remnant bubbles in the shallow ice, a straight track with velocity c is registered in the deeper ice. The optical quality of the deep ice can be assessed by viewing the OM signals from a single muon triggering 2 strings separated by 79.5 m; see Fig. 8b . The separation of the photons along the Cherenkov cone is well over 100 m, yet, despite some evidence of scattering, the speed-oflight propagation of the track can be readily identi ed.
The optical properties of the ice are quanti ed by studying the propagation in the ice of pulses of laser light of nanosecond duration. The arrival times of the photons after 20 m and 40 m are shown in Fig. 9 for the shallow and deep ice 20]. The distributions have been normalized to equal areas; in reality, the probability that a photon travels 70 m in the deep ice is 10 7 times larger. There is no di usion resulting in loss of information on the geometry of the Cerenkov cone in the deep ice.
Intermezzo: AMANDA before and after
The AMANDA detector was antecedently proposed on the premise that inferior properties of ice as a particle detector with respect to water could be compensated by additional optical modules. The technique was supposed to be a factor 5 10 more cost-e ective and, therefore, competitive. The design was based on then current information:
the absorption length at 370 nm, the wavelength where photomultipliers are maximally e cient, had been measured to be 8 m, the scattering length was unknown, the AMANDA strategy was to use a large number of closely spaced OM's to overcome 
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A strawman detector with e ective area in excess of 1 km 2 consists of 4800 OM's: 80 strings spaced by 100 m, each instrumented with 60 OM's spaced by 15 m. A cube with a side of 0.8 km is thus instrumented and a through-going muon can be visualized by doubling the length of the lower track in Fig. 8a . It is straightforward to convince oneself that a muon of TeV energy and ' 15m/800m ' 1 degree; (2) no timing information is required. Timing is still necessary to establish whether a track is up-or down-going, not a challenge given that the transit time of the muon exceeds 2 microseconds. Using the events shown in Fig. 8 , we have, in fact, already demonstrated that we can reject background cosmic ray muons.
With half the number of OM's and half the price tag of the Superkamiokande and SNO solar neutrino detectors, the plan to commission such a detector over 5 years is not unrealistic. The price tag of the default technology used in AMANDA-300 is $6000 per OM, including cables and DAQ electronics. We have also tested a new technology with very promising results. The charge of the photomultiplier is transformed into a light pulse by a LED 24] . This signal can be transmitted to the surface by ber optic cable without loss of information. Given the scienti c range and promise of such an instrument, a kilometer-scale neutrino detector must be one of the best motivated scienti c endeavors ever.
About Water 25] and Ice
The optical requirements of the detector medium can be readily evaluated, at least to rst order, by noting that string spacings determine the cost of the detector. The attenuation length is the relevant quantity because it determines how far the light travels, irrespective of whether the photons are lost by scattering or absorption. Remember that, even in the absence of timing, hit geometry yields degree zenith angle resolution. Near the peak e ciency of the OM's the attenuation length is 25{30 m, slightly larger in ice at 1700 m than in water below 4 km. The advantage of ice is that, unlike for water, its transparency is not degraded for blue Cerenkov light of lower wavelength, a property we hope to take maximal advantage of by using wavelength-shifter in future deployments. The attenuation length of water is larger than that of ice for green light.
The AMANDA approach to neutrino astronomy was initially motivated by the low noise of sterile ice and the cost-e ective detector technology. These advantages remain, even though we know now that water and ice are competitive as a detector medium. They are, in fact, com-plementary. Water and ice seem to have similar attenuation length, with the role of scattering and absorption reversed. As demonstrated with the shallow AMANDA strings 26], scattering can be exploited to range out the light and perform calorimetry of showers produced by electron-neutrinos and showering muons. Long scattering lengths in water may result in superior angular resolution, especially for the smaller, rst-generation detectors. This can be exploited to reconstruct events far outside the detector in order to increase its e ective volume.
